Dear St. George Parishioners,
Our Ya’ssoo Greek Festival is just a few short days away. Enclosed in this email or envelope is the Volunteer List as of Saturday, May 19th. Please
look for your name and check to see where you are assigned and the time of your shift. Some assignments may have changed depending on
areas that may need more volunteers, so be sure to check the master sheet here and at the festival. When you arrive for your shift,
check in with Kay Nicholas. She will be in the lobby of the hall and will give you a T Shirt to wear. Kay will also reassign volunteers, as necessary,
during the three-day festival weekend to adequately cover all areas. We hope that you will be understanding, if this occurs. Make sure that you
check in with Kay each day that you work.
Look for the signs that say WORKER PARKING—that is where you should park, so that the other FESTIVAL PARKING areas are for our patrons.
One area is on the lawn by the preschool, and one is accessed through the doctor’s office on Woodward and then back by their dumpster. Both
areas have ramps for you to drive on to get over the curb and onto the lawn.
Be aware that if you signed up late to volunteer, there may not be a T shirt for you, as we had to order them in advance. Just in case, wear an
old Ya’ssoo shirt or any shirt of your choice.
If your assignment reads—Friday—Pastries--2, Food Line—3-- that means that you are working the Pastry booth on Friday for Shift 2 and the
Food Line for Shift 3. Multiple days and shifts are listed . The shift times are as follows:
Friday
Saturday
Shift 1
Set Up
10:30-3:15
Shift 2
3:30--7:30
3:00-7:30
Shift 3
7:15-11:15
7:15-11:15
Kid’s Activities will close around 8 or whenever it gets dark.

Sunday
11:30-3:15
3:00-7:30
7:15-11:15

If your name is NOT on this list, there is still time for you to volunteer to help at the festival. We NEED YOU and hope that you will share your
talents on one or all of these three days. Just email Kathy Sheiko at katherinesheiko@hotmail.com or call her at 248 521 0074. Let her know
what days and shifts you are available, she will assign you, and get back to you. Church Tour Volunteers are not currently on the list. Please
check with Father Chris for your assignment.
If there is an error in assignment or you handed in a Volunteer form and your name is not on the list., again, please email or call Kathy Sheiko.
Please note that we are NOT having a Volunteer Training Meeting this year. Check in with Kay Nicholas and head for your assigned area.
The Ya’ssoo Festival Committee

